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7. Sensors, monitoring, data logging and post processing
7.1. Introduction
To do a monitoring of thermophysical properties and to analyse the performance of
building envelope it is necessary to place sensors – temperature, humidity, heat flux, etc.
inside the living environment as well as in building assemblies. The object, nearly zero
energy building (nZEB) located in Aloja, Latvia, is used for work on daily basis and
therefore numerous wires to support sensors is not an option. The monitoring solution
should be simple, small and with low power consumption to use sensors for years without
maintenance. Additionally, previous experience has showed that centralised and wellorganized data logging and automatic post processing can potentially save great amount
of work hours that so far have been spent organizing and restructuring data. The whole
monitoring system is going to consist of following parts: sensors, sensor nodes, local data
collection node, main data collection and analysis node.
This section is organized in 6 subsections dealing with:







Temperature and humidity sensors’ state of the art review
Overview of data transmission hardware and firmware
Overview of control flow development, characterization of microcontrollers,
real time clocks etc.
Power consumption and sustainability analyses of sensors being developed
Analyses of energy harvesting possibilities
Data storage and post processing

7.2. Temperature and humidity sensors
7.2.1. Temperature sensors
The aim of the activity is not to develop new temperature and humidity measurement
methods but rather, using available products, make a complete, innovative monitoring
system suitable for given application. The traditional temperature measuring devices are
based on thermoelectric effect, electric resistance dependence on temperature,
luminescence, temperature-dependent voltage vs. current characteristics of the
semiconductor diodes, etc. For project purposes the temperature sensor it is not
necessary to exceed the range from -40°C until 50°C and a half °C precision is enough.
The measurements should be made at direct contact with the environment as it is
impossible to measure temperature inside the construction with remote temperature
sensors. The remote measuring devices are also more expensive and is not further
discussed. The direct contact sensors come in many flavours, thermocouples use
thermoelectric effect that has low sensitivity and therefore an amplifier is necessary to do
measurements. Negative temperature coefficient sensors or thermistors have very good
sensitivity but their temperature-resistance curve is nonlinear that needs to be accounted
for. Resistance temperature detectors also use electric resistance dependence on
temperature, but the slope of these devices is almost linear. The only drawback is the
price as the precision is platinum purity dependent. All three mentioned devices give
analogue signal and therefore an analogue-digital converter (ADC) must be added to the
design. Completely different story is the use of silicon diode temperature sensors that can
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be placed in an integrated circuit (IC). These sensors use bipolar junction transistors
whose base and collector is shortened thus it can be operated as diode. For more detailed
description of the subject please refer to [1,2] Some most commonly used are
characterized in table 7.1 and shown in figure 7.1.
Table 7.1. Temperature sensors and their comparison
Criteria/sensor
IC
Thermistor
RTC
Thermocouple
-55°C …
-100°C …
-240°C …
-267°C …
Range
150 °C
500°C
700°C
2316°C
Depends on
Depends on
Depends on
calibration, can calibration, can
Precision
0.2 °C
calibration, can
get below
get below
get below 0.1°C
0.1°C
0.1°C
1mV/°C
Sensitivity
40 mV/°C
2 mV/°C
0.05V/°C
1µA/°C
Price

Cheape
st

A

Depends on
precision

B

High

Average

C

Figure 7.1. Temperature sensors:: a) Thermal resistance b) Pt100 thermocouple c) IC
with bipolar junction transistor as temperature sensor
7.2.2. Humidity sensors
Humidity measurements evaluate how much water molecules are in the air. The
maximum amount water in the air is dependent on temperature and pressure making it a
hard to measure quantity. Humidity is often expressed as relative humidity (RH) – a
percentage of saturation quantity (maximum possible humidity at given temperature and
pressure). The humidity transport depends on gas partial pressure and therefore it’s
uncommon to find RH values below 20%. When RH get over 75% mould growth can
develop at favourable temperatures. It is therefore a common practice to avoid high
relative humidity values in construction elements. Nevertheless, sensors should be
precise up until 90% RH in case there are moisture issues in construction. For outside
humidity measurements, the sensors should be able to measure RH up to 100 %. The
temperature range that is necessary was discussed in last subchapter. Similar as in case
of temperature sensors, above mentioned can be divided in two big groups: those that can
be placed on IC and those that cannot. Analogue RH sensors use thin films of porous
ceramics or organic polymers to measure capacitance, impedance or dielectric constant
changes. The work principle is that electric properties change depending on water vapor
chemical and physical adsorption as well as capillary condensation processes [3].
Another completely different mechanism is to use air heat conductivity dependence
on RH. Such sensors have been developed and they can be put on an IC as described in
[4]. The advantage of such system is that temperature and humidity sensors can be
implemented on one IC.
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7.2.3. Conclusions on temperature and humidity sensors
From the point of view of temperature sensors, all the solutions are suitable for
given application as far as the range and precision are considered. The improved precision
of analogue devices such as thermocouples, RTC’s and thermal resistances is of
negligible importance for given experiment. An advantage for analogue devices, especially
thermocouples are their robustness and almost no drift over time. The IC’s on the other
hand experience a temperature drift over time that can be meaningful in period of order of
ages. Regarding humidity sensors, there’s no good solution that has high precision in
necessary measurement range. The most common problem for temperature sensors are
their low precision at high relative humidity range. The physical reason for this is the same
as one happening in building materials – surface adsorption on porous materials.
The IC’s use completely different he microcontrollers have built in analogue-digital
converters and calibration functions can be stored in microcontroller’s memory. The IC’s
use I2C and/or SPI protocols to communicate between controller and different peripherals.
Both protocols are common and there’s no distinct advantage for any for given application.
In practice temperature and humidity inside a wall assembly must be measured together
and therefore there’s a significant advantage for integrated circuits that provides both
measurements, are small compared to analogue devices and doesn’t require additional
components that can make the developer’s life a real struggle.
7.2.4. Heat flux sensors
For sensing heat flux the main method is to use thermoelectric effect and therefore the
sensor design consists of numerous p-n junctions or thermocouples connected in series.
The output voltage depends un heat flux [W/m2] that goes through sensor and is on order
from μV to mV. This result will be used later to evaluate the efficiency of thermal energy
gathering. The output signal is analogue and therefore an ADC is necessary to convert
data. The use of thermoelectric effect leaves no choice but to choose the manufacturer
who produce the cheapest sensors that can measure with sufficient precision the heat
fluxes in range of U-values from 0.08 to 2 [W/m2K] covering constructions as well as
windows and doors. Probably two or more different sensors must be chosen.
7.2.5. Implementation
Digital temperature and humidity sensors HTU21 [5] and HDC 1080 [6] were chosen
as best solutions, the former one was used for prototyping. They are very small in size
and significantly outperform analogous sensors of previous generation in terms of ease of
use and price:
1. Easy to use for any kind of sensor nodes. Due to built-in analogue-digital converter
of sufficient precision and reference voltage source, these kinds of sensors can be
used even for very cheap and energy consuming sensor nodes, built on, for
example, processors of ATTINY family.
2. Since data transition from sensor to sensor node is digital by using I2C interface,
there is no problem dealing with electric noises, that can be induced to sensor
connection line from environment.
3. The sensors can read the power level of battery in terms of good or low. This is
quite useful information to data fault analysis, especially because no additional
electronic components are needed.
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4. Another significant advantage is that sensors are factory tuned. Experiments
shows, that sensors obtained from different dealers, outputs values as close as
0.1 C for temperature and 0.1% for humidity.
The open source SparkFun library for HTU21 sensor is used in prototype [7].

7.3.

Data transmission

To avoid multiple long wires, data transmission must be organized wireless. Suitable
hardware and firmware is necessary because data must be transmitted from each sensor
to a centralized receiver and later stored on the server or cloud. The most popular
frequencies for data transmission are 315 MHz, 433 MHz, 868 MHz, 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz
frequencies. The sub GHz frequencies use narrow bandwidth that is prone to interference
when multiple transmitters are used and susceptible to noise if other devices in the given
bandwidth is used. Therefore, additional measures must be taken to verify that data have
been received and if not sent again. This increases device stand up time and increase the
energy consumption. Another drawback for low frequencies is their low speed and high
energy demand. The long range, up to 2 km with a good antenna without obstacles, and
good obstacle avoidance is an advantage for low frequency radiofrequency waves.
The standard 2.4 GHz and lately also 5 GHz carrier frequencies are widely used in
WIFI and Bluetooth transmission. The advantage is lower power consumption, several
band gaps and different spread spectrum algorithms employed to avoid interference. The
range is considerably shorter, less than 20 m for worst case scenario without antenna and
obstacles present. This can be enhanced by using antennas for more remotely placed
sensors. Spread spectrum algorithms like frequency hop spread spectrum (FHSS), direct
sequence spread spectrum (SDDD) are the most powerful advantage of 2.4 GHz and 5
GHz frequencies, because they allow the signal to be safely transmitted except for very
few cases when powerful noise is being transmitted along the given bandwidth.
The main goal of sensor node is to read data from sensors and send them to local
data collection node once per 5 minutes. Two kinds of sensor nodes: ESP8266 [8] and
NRF24L01 [9] + Atmel CPU based were used to prototype a device.
The ESP8266 [8] is a low-cost Wi-Fi microchip with full TCP/IP stack and
microcontroller capability including operations with GPIO pins and is designed especially
for Internet of things (IOT) applications. Because of that local data collection node can be
any device that has Wi-Fi build in. Beside that, ESP8266 has deep-sleep current
consumption of less than 20 µA that sounds very promising.
The NRF24L01 [9] is low cost and simple radio chip for 2.4 GHz band. Radio
communications can be short and fast with low power consumption, but there are
restricted capabilities for dealing with large number of nodes. Enhanced ShockBrutTM
technology that is implemented on the chip allow to create star network with one receiver
for 6 transmitting nodes. If the number of nodes is larger, a situation when two nodes try
to communicate with local data collection node simultaneously may occur. In TCP/IP world
this situation is solved by using concurrency protocol that is hidden for developer and there
is no need to worry about that. For NRF24L01 situation is more challenging and developer
must find solution for that. When a lot of Wi-Fi devices are located near to NRF24L01
network, the behaviour of last one can become unpredictable. Due to this reason
NRF24L01 network is more suitable for agricultural than urban application.
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For sensor nodes the CPU that support SPI bus to connect NRF24L01 must be
used. Atmel 8-bit procesors can be good choice because of open-source software and
hardware platform called Arduino. This allow to use already developed software
components and hardware solutions, and more important, get support from large Arduino
developer community.
Sensor nodes must provide unique ID number in data messages sent to local data
collection node. For maintenance purposes it is convenient that all sensor nodes have the
same binary code is running. This requires sensor node identification by its hardware. For
the case of ESP8266 MAC number, that is factory set and unique and is required for
Ethernet communications, can be used. There’s no hardware set unique ID number in
NRF24L01 and additional hardware for sensor node is might be required. For moderate
amount of sensor nodes non-used GPIO pins connected to solder-switchable PCB pads
can be used. If a RTC with static memory is used, the unique ID can be stored there. This
option doesn’t require any additional hardware.

7.4. Sensor node and power requirements
7.4.1. Sensor node implementation
Different modules like temperature/humidity sensors and transceivers are
standalone devices that are not useful without any control. Microcontrollers (MCUs) are
used to do the work and therefore it is necessity to add one to the design. Moreover, all
the devices consume power that is an issue if the hardware that runs on batteries, is
mounted in the wall and not accessible in general. The grid powered hardware is another
story and custom product development boards such as Arduino, pc/104, Xbee or Wemos,
last two of which have 2.4 GHz transmitter/receiver already built in, see figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2. Different kind of industrial made solutions a) Wemos b) different kind of
Arduinos c) XBee
As the temperature and relative humidity measurements are needed only every 5
minutes and if data can be stored locally, transmission can happen every hour or even
daily. By turning off devices while not needed a lot of power can be saved. For time
keeping a real-time clock (RTC) built into microcontroller can be used. Built in RTCs are
usually not power saving enhanced and with low time drift properties. Therefore, an
external RTC can be used that runs on separate battery and wakes up MCU that further
controls necessary devices.
The electronics schematic that use NRF24 together with ATMEL ATMEGA 328PU
chip together with HDC1080 temperature sensor and RTC is shown in figure 7.3. This is
one of the possible options of how to build a sensor node. The size of HDC1080 is a couple
mm3 and only pull up resistors are needed for it. They can be soldered to the main sensor
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node PCB or a separate PCB with sensor and pull ups can be made. The latter would
make the sensor size considerably larger, approximately 1 cm2. For the low power
operation, the 16 MHz oscillators in drawing should be replaced with 8 MHz oscillators.
The replacement is a must if low voltage (less than 3.3 V) is to be used because of possible
I2C issues.

Figure 7.3. Schematic for wireless temperature/humidity sensor
For prototype the low-cost Wi-Fi microchip ESP8266 with full TCP/IP stack and
microcontroller capability designed for IOT applications were used. The basic features of
this device are







32-bit RISC microprocessor running at 80 MHz;
32 KiB instruction, 80 KiB user data, and up to 16 MiB (4 MiB typically
included) QSPI flash;
IEEE 802.11 b/g/n Wi-Fi, WEP or WPA/WPA2 authentication;
16 GPIO pins, UART, SPI, software implementation of I2C;
10-bit successive approximation ADC;
Low power consumption in deep sleep mode;

Because of presence of various TCP/IP software modules, the binary size of
program is quite large, starting at approximately 250KB and resides of course in built-in
flash memory. Usually 1MB is reserved for that purposes, but the rest can be used as
ordinary flash disk. The SPI Flash File System (spiffs) [10] is used for that allowing simply
create, read and write data files.
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To reduce power consumption during waiting time, Deep Sleep mode with current
consumption in level below 20 µA must be used. The wake on signal can be produced by
build in timer and Reset pin connected to GPIO16 pin. It is important, that this connection
must be removed during upload of computer program. Because of ESP8266 uses ceramic
resonators instead of quartz resonators for microcomputer clock, the deep sleep time
varies considerably from chip to chip and therefore additional calibration is needed.
Wemos Mini [11] compatible device was used because of built-in USB interface that
greatly simplifies the software development process. Appropriate shield has been built for
humidity sensor to meat vertically stackable structure of whole construction shown in
Figure 7.4. Since the connection between Reset pin (labelled as RST) and GPIO12 pin
(labelled as D0) must be removed during uploading of computer program, this connection
is made by removable wire.

Figure 7.4. The ESP8266 Wemos compatible board module, HTU21 shield and
schematics. Connection between RST and D0 is made by removable wire
Measurements show that in power current consumption in deep sleep mode is
approximately 140 µA. This is because of the hardware of USB interface that still use
battery power when ESP8266 is in sleep mode. Due to this, the final sensor node must be
without USB hardware. A version of stand- alone solution of ESP8266 were also built.
Adapter plate solution for testing purposes and final PCB is shown in Figure 7.5. Over a
month of laboratory tests with Wemos Mini and adapter solution leads to some conclusions
that are included in schematics at Figure 7.6. and PCB at Figure 7.7.:

Figure 7.5. The ESP8266 on adapter plate and final PCB
Only reset button SWI is needed for node. By pressing it we observe flash of build
in led that indicates acceptable level battery power. Beside of them measurements where
done and sent to local data collection node. This helps to do whole local system check.
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Since computer program for Lua board and ESP8266 alone system is the same, the
software development process and test runs can be done on Lua. Because of that,
reprogramming of stand-alone ESP8266 sensor node is frequently needed. This allows to
use solder switch jumper SJ1 in the wake on timer wire and no socket for programming
cable, only solder pads J2 on the bottom of PCB.

Figure 7.6. Schematics of the ESP8266 sensor node

Figure 7.7. Top and bottom layers of PCB

7.4.2. Data transmission
To ensure data collection from all sensors node must have both Wired and Wi-Fi
Ethernet hardware and SPI interface for connection of NRF24L01. The receiver must be
connected to a computer with WIFI access for data to be stored on remote server or cloud.
Conventional personal computer (PC) must have a MCU with receiver connected to it.
There are however other solutions like Raspberry Pi [12] or C.H.I.P [13] available on the
market that have general purpose input/output (GPIO) pins integrated in their design, low
cost and lower power consumption. GPIOs give the advantage of connecting receivers
directly to the PC. The low cost and small size, less than (10×10×5 cm) gives the option
to place multiple receivers in the monitoring environment thus reducing the range
requirements for transmitters [12].
The data collection and analysis node is located inside of University network and
only few communication protocols and ports are available due to security considerations.
We are using FTP.
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7.5. Power requirements
7.5.1. Voltage regulators and batteries
The power requirements for the system haven’t been considered so far, but for
battery powered devices this is an important topic. Importance arise also because the
sensors are expected to last for years and some of them built in the wall and not accessible
for battery replacement. To start the analyse it must be mentioned that battery selfdischarge rate is at least 1% and typical capacity is 500 mAh at 3V for Cr2032 coin cells
until 2500 mAh at 3.7 V for Lithium Polymer of size 18650. The voltage for most integrated
circuits is approximately 3.3 V but devices are made to tolerate higher and lower voltages.
The batteries can be connected in series to provide higher voltage or in parallel to provide
higher capacity. Voltage regulators can be used to deliver the necessary voltage but this
should be avoided due to the power dissipation of regulator itself. In case the chosen
design requires voltage regulator there are three kinds of them:






linear regulators – works on a feedback mechanism which needs higher input
voltage than output voltage. The difference is transferred to heat and
therefore a lot of energy is consumed this way. The advantage is that the
linear regulators have “clean” output, the output signal has low noise.
Switching regulators – works on feedback mechanism like linear regulators
but instead of dissipating power, switch the device on and off. Switching
regulators can produce higher voltage than the input voltage making them
useful for wider range of applications. Due to switching the output has higher
noise than linear regulators.
SCR regulators – used to power devices if AC power is supplied. This kind
of regulator uses silicon controlled rectifiers (SCR). For energy harvesting,
see next chapter, from AC source the SCR regulator is unavoidable.

The regulators can be used in combination to provide the needed voltage and noise
level for given application. The requirements are subject to the chosen design and
therefore the choice of regulator and weather to use it is left as one of the last in designing
a product. For more comprehensive information on regulators the reader is referred to
standard texts on electronics [14,15].
The main conclusion is that voltage regulators should be avoided and batteries with
low self-discharge and flat voltage drop over time should be used. This eliminates the USB
port from the design, because of its high power requirements.
7.5.2. Implementation and results
The examples of current consumption of three different types of the work of sensor
node, whose development were described in previous chapter, are presented in graph at
Figure 7.8 The measurements where done by TestBed equipment [16]:
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Figure 7.8. Current consumption of of sensor node
empty: sensor node only boots and immediately goes to the deep sleep mode. The
duration of this process is 0.25 sec. Radio is switched off all this time and mean current
consumption is approximately 20 mA except for the beginning of the cycle.
spiffs: sensor node boots, make temperature and humidity measurements, write
results to flash and then goes to the deep sleep mode. Measurements takes 0.07 sec,
data saving 0.07 sec. Radio is switched off and current consumption is less than 20 mA
during measurement and writing time.
wifi: sensor node boots, make temperature and humidity measurements, send data
to local data collection node and goes to the deep sleep mode. When radio is switched
on, and current consumption immediately increases. Connection to wi-fi access point is
almost 3 sec, data sending time is 0.03 sec and disconnecting takes 0.01 sec. This lead
to the conclusion that data sending is very energy consuming.
Table 7.2.. Estimated operation time of sensor node for three different type of cycles
presented in figure 3.5 for 2100 mAh battery. Cycles are repeated every 5 minutes
Cycle

Current consumption

Operation time, years

empty

4.7 mC

1.6 µAh

7.1

spiffs

8.6 mC

2.4 µAh

5.5

wifi

253.c mC

70.0 µAh

0.28

Table 7.2. shows the results of simple calculations, that determine operation time
for standard 2100 mAh battery for the case that cycles are repeated every 5 minutes.
Deep sleep mode of 15 µA is considered. Overall conclusion is that sending data every 5
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minutes it too power consuming data should be collected into spiffs and sent to local data
collection node much more less frequently, approximately once or twice per day. The
results of corresponding estimations are presented in Table 7.3.
Table 7.3. Estimated operation time of sensor node for mixed cycle: spiffs are repeated
every 5 minutes, wifi onse in 1, 2, 4, 6 or 12 hours for 2100 mAh battery
1 wifi in 1 hour

2.1 years

1 wifi in 2 hour

3.1 years

1 wifi in 4 hour

4.1 years

1 wifi in 6 hour

4.4 years

1 wifi in 12 hour

4.9 years

7.5.2. Extensions
An extension to given design can be done by powering the device from the grid. This
allows the device to be awake all the time and receive the instructions from the closest
data collecting unit that can also work as a microcontroller and collect data on temperature,
humidity, heat flux, air velocity etc. The given devices can also be powered from the grid.
In this case the MCU don’t have to sleep for long periods and the extra pins can be used
to attach different control systems, it can run stepper motors that open and close blinds to
limit overheating during the summer for example. Depending on incoming data, the system
can turn on or turn off the lights. The use of 2.4 GHz communication and several data
collecting units any part of the house can be controlled with a mobile application.

7.6. Energy harvesting potential
A way of increasing battery life is to add an energy harvesting IC to the sensor
design. There are many ICs on the market that are developed for optimal use for such
energy sources as vibration, thermoelectric effect, solar radiation (small PV panels) etc.
The IC itself has logic that needs to be maintained and therefore the energy harvester
should produce more power than the IC itself consumes. The types and working principles
of energy harvesting solutions are shown in figure 7.9. There are other types possible, for
example, energy harvesting due to fluid flow.
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Figure 7.9. Available energy harvesting options
First ones to look at are DC output devices. The thermoelectric (Seebeck) effect has
been discussed a little bit in subsection 2.3. where voltage generated by heat flux sensor
was considered. Taking the U-value of typical passive house as 0.1 [W/m2K] a 1 mV
potential difference can be achieved. A typical impedance of such sensors is of order of
100 Ω and therefore the current can be evaluated using 𝐼𝑅 = 𝑈 to be 10 μA that gives the
power of 10-8 W using 𝑃 = 𝐼𝑈.The amount produced this way is less than 30 μW that a
typical energy harvesting IC [17] consumes.
The photovoltaic energy harvesting with small panels of typical dimensions of 25
cm , efficiency as low as 10% and solar radiation as low as 100 W/m2 can generate 25
mW that is more than enough to power several ICs. This is a viable solution but has a
drawback for a need to place a small PV cell on the wall.
2

The next big group is AC output devices. One sub group is radio frequency (RF)
energy harvesting that is obviously inefficient because of energy decrease proportional to
1/r2, where r is distance from the emitting antenna.
Other harvesting mechanisms involve movement. The piezoelectric devices are
extensively being researched and optimized [18, 19] and their reported achieved output
power is 66.75 μW for resonance frequency 234.5 Hz. The energy achieved is sufficient,
but the device has its drawbacks – price, need for a working system that generates
vibrations in the resonance frequency and a price that can get high when specific piezo
element with the right frequency is necessary.

7.7. Data storage and pre-processing
So far only DAQ system has been discussed, but the next step when data have been
delivered to a PC, server or cloud is of the same importance. Previous experience when
data where written to comma separated files and sent to server daily showed that this
simple approach takes countless hours of manual data pre-processing that includes
checking and correcting for inconsistent and/or noisy data. It is therefore of utter
importance to develop a system that tackles data as automatic as possible. As a simple
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example: impossible values for relative humidity being “-10” are collected is an easy to
spot but if done manually can take a lot of time. More complicated case is when sensor is
showing the same data for extended period. This also can be easily spotted but the main
question is what to do with “bad” data? Another issue is missing data and mismatch of
their arrival frequency. The data mining is a hot topic nowadays because with more and
more people using internet the amount of incoming data is larger than the possibility to
sort and manipulate them more options become available for data processing.
Probably the most popular way to store data is MS Excel or OpenOffice Calc
spreadsheets but these have limitations when data gets too big. Each cell of these
systems is unique and not necessarily carry the same data type e.g. numerical value or a
string that makes working difficult and frustrating. These drawbacks are sometimes
compensated by the necessity for labour without any knowledge on other data storage
systems to use data at any time.
More advanced techniques that use relational database management system
(RDBMS) are also available and are around for more than 30 years. In these systems
many data pre-processing algorithms are implemented. Most of available solutions use
structured query language (SQL) that have become an industry standard.
Third and most recent data storage and processing way is to use big data algorithms.
These algorithms work with large amount of data and are divided in two subdivisions:
operational and analytical data. The data stored and manipulated in these databases can
reach the order of zettabytes and therefore would be an overkill for expected data size of
a few megabytes per day.

7.8. Conclusion
Regarding sensors the analogue sensors for the given application can be
considered as obsolete and therefore IC based should be used in given application due
to their size, robustness and convenience. Nevertheless, an AD converter is still necessary
due to heat flux and solar radiation sensors doesn’t have digital counterparts.
Wireless data transmission systems exist and are continuously being improved. The
main concern is the power consumption and their independence of the power grid. Two
possible designs are shown in figures 7.3 and 7.6, the second of which have been built
and tested. The data transmission is happening and the power consumed is measured.
The most part of energy goes to wireless data transfer and therefore it is proposed that
data are sent once or twice per day instead of 5 min cycles as previously planned. The
robustness of the system is still under development as sudden power loss of the receiver
sometimes stops the data flow. This however is not crucial as the restart of receiver can
fix the problem.
. The energy harvesting potential was reviewed and these kinds of systems are still
in development worldwide. The thermoelectric effect is not a good solution as the U-value
for the wall is small and therefore a high temperature differential can’t be achieved that is
crucial for the application. Most promising is the photovoltaic and electromagnetic energy
harvest option. The PV needs wires that goes through the wall and therefore is only
marginally better than a system that powers from the grid.
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